
  

 

 

 

June 4, 2020 

The Honorable Stephen Hahn, Commissioner 

and 

Steven Tave, Director 

Office of Dietary Supplement Programs 

and 

Janet Woodcock, Director 

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

and 

Patrizia Cavazzoni, Deputy Center Director for Operations  

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

 

Food and Drug Administration 

10001 New Hampshire Ave 

Hillandale Bldg., 4th Floor 

Silver Spring, MD 20993 

and 

10903 New Hampshire Avenue 

Silver Spring, MD 20993 

 

 

Dear Commissioner Hahn, Director Tave, Director Woodcock, and Deputy Center Director Cavazzoni:  

 

We hope this letter finds you well.  Given the number of fraudulent claims proliferating in the 

marketplace by companies hoping to profit from public fear of the global coronavirus pandemic, the 

staff of the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) has been actively monitoring products and 

claims.  

 

We applaud the efforts of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the U.S. Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC), and Amazon to remove supplements claiming to prevent, diagnose, or treat the 

respiratory disease caused by the novel coronavirus.1  In response to these efforts, many supplements 

with fraudulent coronavirus or COVID-19 claims have been removed from the market.2 

 

It is clear that certain retailers continue to prey on coronavirus fears by illegally marketing their 

supplements as “antiviral” products.  Regardless of whether a dietary supplement’s marketing is 

intended to or actually does capitalize on the current pandemic, any claim that a supplement has antiviral 

properties is considered an impermissible disease claim by the FDA and appropriate enforcement 

actions should be taken against such claims.  Addressing such antiviral claims is thus the necessary next 

step to remove products with misleading marketing during this pandemic.   
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This letter provides the FDA with findings regarding 46 dietary supplements marketed on 

Amazon with antiviral claims (See Appendix).  CSPI urges the FDA to issue warning letters and prohibit 

the sale of these products, which, by making these antiviral claims, are being marketed as unapproved 

and/or misbranded drugs under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA).3   

 

We are sending a similar letter to the FTC, urging that it act alongside the FDA, as the agencies 

have done before, to pursue legal actions against manufacturers of supplements.  We are sending a letter 

to Amazon as well, requesting that the company remove these misbranded products and create a system 

to identify and prevent future “antiviral” supplements from being sold in their online and retail stores.  

We urge the FDA, FTC, and Amazon to coordinate their efforts to remove these and future misbranded 

supplements. 

 

Our market scan of products on Amazon searched the site using specified search terms4 on May 

29, 2020, and found at least 46 dietary supplements with antiviral claims in their labeling and marketing.  

The products found in our market scan make a large range of antiviral claims, such as “effective against 

an enormous array of disease causing…virus[es],”5 “virus protection,”6 and “fend off certain viruses.”7  

These statements constitute disease claims, which make the dietary supplements unapproved drugs.8 

 

According to the FDA’s guidance and final rule on structure and function claims, any claim that 

a supplement has antiviral properties is a disease claim.9  Dietary supplements marketed to diagnose, 

mitigate, treat, cure, or prevent a disease—such as diseases caused by a viral infection—are considered 

new drugs and may be legally sold only if they are FDA-approved as drugs.10  Although manufacturers 

are allowed to make structure and function claims (as long as they have adequate substantiation), such as 

“boosts immunity,” companies cannot make claims that a supplement supports the prevention or 

treatment of a specific disease, such as “boosts immunity against viruses.”11   

 

Specifically, the FDA’s final rule and guidance on structure and function claims describes certain 

statements (such as “antiviral” and “supports the body's antiviral capabilities”) as clear examples that 

identify “a class of products that is intended to diagnose, mitigate, treat, cure, or prevent a disease”12  

and/or a product that “has a role in the body's response to a disease or to a vector of disease.”13  

Therefore, supplements that make claims to prevent or treat viral infections are disease claims.14  In 

particular, the agency indicated as long ago as 2002 that “[c]ertain product class names are so strongly 

associated with treating and preventing diseases that claiming membership in the product class 

constitutes a disease claim,”15 and went on to name “antivirals” specifically as such a product class. 

 

Supplements with antiviral claims are worthy of the FDA’s urgent attention due to the global 

outbreak of respiratory disease caused by the novel coronavirus.  Recently issued FDA enforcement 

letters acknowledge that this is a focus of the FDA’s current activities, stating that “FDA is taking urgent 

measures to protect consumers from certain products that, without approval or authorization by FDA, 

claim to mitigate, prevent, treat, diagnose, or cure COVID-19 in people.”16  We also note that some 

supplements do continue to appear as results in Amazon searches for “Coronavirus Supplements”17 or 

“COVID Supplements”18 even though their marketing and labeling do not explicitly mention 

coronavirus or COVID-19.19   
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The unapproved antiviral marketing of these and similar products preys upon the public anxiety 

fostered by the coronavirus pandemic.  These claims should make enforcement a higher priority for the 

FDA, as consumers who fall victim to this marketing are purchasing unapproved products to prevent the 

spread of viruses,20 may have compromised immune systems they are trying to treat,21 may rely on these 

claims to forgo clinically proven prevention and antiviral measures such as social distancing or personal 

protective equipment, or may delay a trip for needed medical care at a hospital or clinic.22  We urge the 

FDA to protect these vulnerable populations, take action against companies making unsafe supplement 

claims, and ultimately help curb the spread of coronavirus and future pandemics to the extent that use of 

these products supplants proven effective measures like handwashing or social distancing. 

 

Below are a few examples of the explicit and implied antiviral and disease claims we identified.   

 Immune Support Capsules (Biotica)23 

o “Immune Support capsules help your immune system fight viruses and bacteria in sinus, 

throat and respiratory tract.”24 

 Phytobiotic Capsules25 

o “[P]romote normal immunity against bacterial and viral infections.”26 

 Virus Shield27 

o “It also helps with flue [sic] infections and decreases incidence and symptoms of upper 

respiratory tract infections.”28 

 

In addition to explicit antiviral claims, many manufacturers use supplement names, such as Viracid,29 

Virus Shield,30 Anti-V Formula,31 and Bronchial Virus Care,32 that illegally imply disease claims.  The 

agency has stated specifically that the “name of the product” is relevant to whether the labeling is 

making a disease claim.33 

 

We respectfully urge the FDA to immediately issue warning letters and bring other enforcement 

actions to require cessation of sales of these antiviral supplements, as well as other such products, and to 

allow inspectors to seize the products.  As always, we welcome any questions you may have regarding 

our urgent and mutual interest in eliminating false and deceptive advertisements for dietary supplements. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter Lurie, MPH, MD 

President and Executive Director 

Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Laura MacCleery 

Policy Director 

Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Jensen N. Jose 

Regulatory Counsel 

Center for Science in the Public Interest 
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